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surface tension

Maybe three years ago Christian Wullffen gave a lecture at the Cleveland Institute of Art.  It might have been his first
lecture in English having only recently arrived from Germany. We sat at the edge of our seats trying to understand
him, especially because his iterations though strained and at times incongruous seemed to emerge from particular
and clear intention. He showed us a newspaper that he had cut into strips pasting alternating strips onto adjacent
pages so that one simultaneously saw half of each page, unable however to understand either page.

I doubt I would have put as much effort as I did that morning trying to understand Christian if his attempt to communicate
hadn’t seemed so pointed and urgent.

When I speak in English, meaning rarely comes before articulation. I think and speak simultaneously.  But for Christian
that morning meaning came first and through translation was converted into a spoken language. This process of
translation performed before an audience generated a tension that held the audience so riveted that one felt a tangible
sense of exhaustion at the end of the lecture.  A process ordinarily transparent began to reveal its material transactions.
Language stuttered.

Like the newspaper, shredded and interleaved one had encountered the surface of a language - observing it, reacting
to it and interpreting it. Encountering a surface  once familiar, now dislocated and somewhat alien, yet recognizable
and tangible.

Sreshta Premnath (Editor)



Hers was a plough, small in her hand wrapped, wrapped
in a leaf.  To heal the small punch thru her palm, her lens
once removed.  Once the reaper had peered thru, gave
her three small grasses to grow and apply to the peephole,
thru which she sought.  And in taking these grasses to her
field, she clawed three small ditches big enough to fist,
and to name them.  Called the ditches her vessels and
the grasses, hairs.  The fibers that grew down were called
answering machines and the sun that, in beats, kept her
striding.  In tracing the patches, her finest finger: made
with a keratin plate, two hinges and the most undetectable
hairs of hers.





From the ground up, she comes into focus stomping while
staying still.  Her stern turn under hot lights rattles the
gravel.  From the outermost tip of her shadow a figure
is squirming and shouting.  From the movement of the
lips she tells the figure shouts whose magenta spreads
wide, undeterred.  Magenta writhes in a tube-shaped
sheath tunneling toward her, an invisible hand holding
in the words.  Each word behaves as a pin pushed in.
The magnetic spelling of so many pins, a pile of them
from within her skin, so many pleas heard while the pins
held her still.







YOUR LOVER





Coming into the turn from a traverse, her hips swerve to
break, billows.  Down the hill from her a shadow is twisting
in its wanton hidden cave.  She called for it to name her
while she waited bell-up, she received.  She is Johnny
Appleseed; she’s Peter Pumpkineater; she’s painted three
years after her time and stuffed under the painter’s bed
for the duration; she’s called a bleeding arrow; Radial
the Restless; Anvil the Ancient.







The Truth

If your back hurts, you should try yoga
If your brain hurts, try drugs
If your love life hurts, try hurting yourself
Wait, I mean, therapy could help
If you hurt the one you love, you will feel like hurting yourself
Root beer is non-alcoholic and is therefore non-addictive
Kleenex is a brand name
Clearasil can make a pimple dry up, but not in time
Not all men are as dark as the man who degraded you
Pigeons are not ugly until you see many of them at once
Same for grasshoppers
If you pick your thumbs enough, you can get carpal tunnel syndrome
If you are a person of Asian descent serving bagels and lox to ignorant white people, they might
think you are serving them sushi
Rabbits do not eat their poo, though they do eat something from their assholes
Writing can help one to grow emotionally
People will love you even if you are ugly
Both animals and people are nicer when you serve them food
If you can’t stop shaking, that means something is wrong with you
Fear breeds harm
Comic books are a confusing hybrid of picture books and novels
Swiss Army knives are useful in everyday life, e.g. opening a can of refried beans or replacing
batteries in toys
Earwax can build up on both the inside and outside of the ear
A cat in a hat is worth two in a top hat
Rabbits don’t sweat, so they easily overheat
Toes are ugly only if the person connected to them is
CA Redemption Value does not mean recycling pays





nice, (third translations)

Nice people are
different from good
people they hold
doors for you
ask you how
you are feeling
carry tissue and
have preoccupations with
germs and handles
of doors.

Nette
Leute sind nett,
warten auf einander,
fragen sich Wie
füllst du dich
heute, tragen Tücher
um so Gesund
zu bleiben oder
geschützt zu werden,
wollen lieber nicht

Türklinken anfassen, sind
gut erzogen worden
auch wenn sie
nicht lieb sind.



Nice people are
nice, wait for
each other, ask
How do you
feel today, carry
cloths for health
or protection, would
prefer not to
touch where many

hands have touched.
They have been
raised well, even
the least kind
ones.

Auch wenn
nette Leute gar
nicht lieb sind
sind sie immer

noch nett.  Sie
tragen was sie
brauchen um in
die Welt umgehen
zu können und
wenn du dich
nicht wohl füllst
dann fragen sie
dich Wie geht’s
dir eigentlich?



Even
nice people who
don’t know how
to be kind
are still at
least nice.  They
carry what they’ll
need, and if
you don’t feel
well, they’ll ask

How are you
feeling today?

Wenigstens
sind nette Leute
nett, oder?  Sie
sind wenigstens selbständig
und wenn du
dich unwohl füllst
vielleicht merken sie
sowas und fragen
dir.

At least
nice people are
nice.  They’re at
least self-contained and
sometimes they do
notice if you’re
not feeling well.



YOUR STALKER



A suspension of one liquid in another, for example, oil
in water or fat in milk.  Hers was a process of entering
thru a hole in her hand by first sticking the most minor
finger thru the fissure, followed by her opposite hand,
the arm of it, holding her breath to shrink slightly, hinging
at the waist to lift a leg thru.  Before entering, she must
wrap her head and shave her fores.  She butters them
to slip into the minimum entrance, becoming out of
breath.  At second listen, she is crying, not staggering,
singing “tremble, tremble, tremble.”









To keep her plough plated in silver not exposed to light,
she kept it in a round leaf and sealed the edges with sap.
 To keep the plough from entering her palm and making
a palm-hole, she bound its tiny toothed wheels with
strands.  Running along the fault line, she delivered both
her solvent and her dusk.  To enter a tent at dusk,
delineate by dusk the static machinery, to capture its
whir as a freeze-frame in her freezer.  The dimmest
deterrent makes the rashest roses fraught.







YOUR SPIRITUAL GUIDE







Plain and patient, she retrieves a smooth one from the
sands and finds it just the size.  When the stone is rolled
away, her beaten robes lay wasted at the gilt, and in
wearing them, she wastes.  What is left, in turn, is
beautiful as carved bone and able to fit as a wedge into
the hinge of her unmaking.  Round her neck she wears
a cursive tail wound tightly so that when she dances, it
pulls.  Whose gyratory blade keeps on splitting her while
she hops, she is o’er the ditch she dug, she is chopped,
from the bottom up.  Her lengthening pond, a whistle
unscrolling, is a weight fit for tying, if only interred.


